April 9, 2012

JOB NAME               YHRSM55P
DESCRIPTION            Position Control Report and Maintenance
                      JS05   PC50   Vacant Position Report
                      JS10   SQL   Set UNR PC edits to fatal
JCLSKEL                JM55
FREQUENCY              Monthly - EOM
SEQUENCE               4th
SPEC CARD              None

CHANGES                New values for CFY (current fiscal year) must be entered each July Month-End at LRSB.

RECOVERY               Re-run JS05, but not JS10. If PC Tables updated, then recover tables.

OUTPUT

   JOB STEP - JS05
   RPT NAME - Vacant Position Report
   REPORT NUMBER - POSC001

DISTRIBUTION

   WEB
   HRSN008
   /HRS/BCN/POSCTL/PC5000XX

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS   None